
Lakshay is currently a Product Manager at

Carousell, one of the largest mobile classifieds

marketplaces in SEA with a presence in 8 countries,

looking after payments & shipping products across

SEA ensuring buyers and sellers can transact

conveniently. Lakshay is an alumnus of Shaheed

Sukhdev College of Business Studies, and is

currently based out of Singapore, and is an

excellent guide for people joining product

management from a non-tech background or

seeking a job outside India.Outside his work, he is a

fitness enthusiast and an avid reader and regularly

shares his views related to technology, product

management & strategy on LinkedIn.
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He was one of the earliest PMs at Cleartax, a

fintech startup backed by Sequoia and YC

where he scaled up marketplace products

and worked on building Cleartax GST. At the

age of 22, he became an analyst to the CEO

of IIFL, built and digitized the home loans

business, and found his love for product

management. 

Carousell is a Singaporean smartphone and

web-based consumer to consumer and

business to consumer marketplace for

buying and selling new and secondhand

goods. Headquartered in Singapore, it also

operates in Malaysia, Indonesia, the

Philippines, Cambodia, Taiwan, Hong Kong,

Macau, Australia, New Zealand and Canada

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singapore
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smartphone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consumer_to_consumer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_to_consumer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malaysia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indonesia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philippines
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambodia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taiwan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hong_Kong
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macau
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Zealand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canada
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Would love to discuss and know about the

below doubts we have.How does the Pricing

startegy works while selling outside India?

How to setup exports in the quickest way?

How do you do Market analysis for SAAS

Products before launching a d built a USP?

How do you take customer feedback for Saas

Products?

Talk to your enterprise users directly or get

feedback via sales or account management team

Talk to your customer support team and find the

most burning issues, feature requests

Have in product loop for capturing feedback

(requires tech effort but helps in automating the

flow, intercom does it well) 

Carousell is an online c2c marketplace connecting

buyers and sellers for second hand goods. It is a

mobile classifieds marketplace that makes selling as

easy as taking a photo, buying as simple as

chatting.Consider it as OLX/Quickr of south east

AsiaHow do we make money#1 - Advertising on the

platform (similar to how you see ads on Instagram,

Facebook while browsing)

#2 - Paid products for sellers in general goods

category which help them increase visibility in the

marketplace

#3 - Paid products for sellers in Autos and Property

category which help agents display their listings on

Carousell

#4 - Commission by offering escrow payments &

shipping on the platform

can you give us a brief of what is Carousell's

business model and revenue drivers?

Join a startup/tech company in a non technical

role and then internally make a switch to

product management

Start their own tech company, build the product

from 0 to 1. This experience helps in becoming a

PM in future if not running the startup

Go for an MBA and post MBA join a big

tech/startup in a PM role

Strong understanding of product management

fundamentals

Networking with existing PMs and figure out if

this role suits you

Based on my experience, I have seen three major

ways where people transition to product

management -

1.

2.

3.

Having said that all 3 ways requires -

Is there a fast track to becoming a PM? How

about if one is from a non tech background?

That article very well covers the key points however I

can summarise here too -# To have an

understanding of when to use and not use AI

# Having a strong understand of what all

parameters can impact your ML model and giving

that visibility to your DS team

# Provide clear use-cases to your engineering team.

# Know when to update the model 

You recently shared an article recently on

LinkedIn about hiring more AI product

managers than data scientist. So what makes

for a good AI product manager? Currently I'm a

data scientist thinking of exploring PM
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Singapore seems to be a hotbed for startups

due to the ease of doing business,what are

the challenges faced in scaling with respect

to India?

#1 - Hiring the best tech talent

#2 - Singapore is one of the most expensive

countries in the world. Keeping costs low while

scaling your product is one of the challenge

companies faceMost of the companies which are

based in Singapore, they capture other countries in

SEA as well since Singapore in itself is a small

market

What were challenges moving from a non

tech background to PM?What are some

challenges faced while loan digitalisation at

IIFL?What are some problems that fintech

still can't address in India?What are your

thoughts on new grads aspiring for PM roles

from a tech background?

What were challenges moving from a non tech

background to PM?#1 - Understanding technology

fundamentals

#2 - Understanding how your engineering team

processes information and works

#3 - Becoming more product driven/user first vs

business drivenWhat are some problems that

fintech still can't address in India?I would rather

answer in a way problems which are unaddressed in

India #1 - Lending to tier 2, tier 3 cities while keeping

low NPA#2 - Building a whitelabel API fintech

infrastructure platform in order to reduce

dependency on payment service providers and

reduce costWhat are your thoughts on new grads

aspiring for PM roles from a tech background?Make

sure to have product mentors inside and outside the

organisation. Right mentors can make a big

difference in your career

How is the customer behaviour different from

India?

Let me talk about SEA in general and not just

SingaporeThere is something I have experienced

while building products in SEA is that each of these

markets are very different. You cannot replicate the

same playbook across all regions, you have to

localize your solutionFor example, just look at how

different are the preferred payment methods in

each of the countriesIn Singapore  , a country with a

mature payment infrastructure where the preferred

payment method is *credit card* and *PayNow*You

look at Malaysia  which shares a boundary with

Singapore, *online banking* is being used for >65%

of transactions.Whereas in Taiwan  it is *7-11 pick up*,

along with *credit cards* are preferred payment

methodsNow you compare this with India which is

UPI and wallet driven market

Hi, how did you figure out that PM it is -

you've been at it for a while now

I was working in an investment bank in technology

sector in 2014-15. That experience put me in touch

with startup founders and investors.I was quite

fascinated by how the whole innovation which was

happening in tech space in India and wanted to be

part of it. I also had this natural habit of giving UX

reviews to apps on playstoreI craved more direct

involvement in building products, desired a role that

would let me interface directly with users to figure

out their pain points and needs, and partner with

engineers and designers to build and launch

features and new productsAfter my first 6 months, I

figured out this is what I want to do  
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How can someone evaluate PMing culture of

a company before joining them?

Any Qs+As which a candidate can ask to find

red flags?

When’s the last time they spoke to their users?

How often they do this?

Ask about how product planning is done in the

company

Look for reasons around why PMs have left in the

past

Great questionAsk these questions in your interview

-

1.

2.

3.

Would you suggest any online courses/

blogs/books for an aspiring PM?

Every product manager will have their own list, but

these books have been influential in my approach to

product management1. Zero to One by Peter Thiel

[Startups]

2. Inspired: How to Create Products Customers Love

by Marty Cagan [About Product Management]

3. Innovators Dilemma by Clayton Christensen

4. Alibaba: The House Jack Ma built by Duncan Clark

[Business Strategy]

5. The Hard Thing About Hard Things by Ben

Horowitz [Leadership & Culture]

6. Start With Why by Simon Sinek [Storytelling and

Communication]

7. Don’t Make Me Think by Steve Krug [Design]

8. Sprint – how to test new product ideas in just five

days with your team by Jake Knapp [Day to day

working]

9. Creativity Inc by Ed Catmull [Problem Solving &

Design]

10. Lean Analytics by Alistair Croll [Analytics]

What pre-requisite skills should a person

with a non tech background have before

applying for a Product Manager role? Best

sources to learn those skills?

Structured thought process and communication

Stakeholder management

Data driven mindset

Leadership

Business acumen | Strategy

Understanding of technology

Customer obsession

Empathy

Basic understanding of UX

Online courses on Udemy

Cracking the PM interview - Book

Blogs

What pre-requisite skills should a person with a non

tech background have before applying for a Product

Manager role?Skills are exactly same as any person

would need to have before applying for a PM role

You don’t need to be good at everything. Be great at

2-3 and have a good understanding of restSource to

learn

How do you reach out to the target audience

considering the local vernacular comes with

its own set of beliefs and influencers?

We continue to experiment with different channels

and see what works. As of now, our four biggest

channels are word of mouth / referral, social sharing,

facebook advertising and search in that order.

is it mandatory to have a developer

experience before going for a PM Experience

to get comfortable with the tech stack a

startup/company is using? What would you

suggest?

You don’t necessarily need to be an

engineer/developer if you want to be a product

manager

You need to have an understanding of

technology so that you can communicate well

with your engineers

You should know how to explain technical terms

in simple words to non technical stakeholders

Having said that if you know coding it definitely

helps but it is not a blocker for PM role


